OWASP-NL Meeting announcement

December 11th 2008: Architectural and design risk analysis

Summary
The main goal of the upcoming OWASP-NL meeting is to provide information to managers, architects, designers, developers and security and risk professionals about risk analyses in the architectural and design phases. The speakers will give specific examples and there will be time to ask questions.

Please register before December 8th because of the necessary catering arrangements.

Location
The location and catering is provided by the sponsor of this meeting:

TTY Amsterdam
Kerkstraat 342
1017 JA Amsterdam
Tel: 020 5357500
Fax: 020 5357501

TTY was founded in 1997 and has grown to be a solid Full Service Internet Partner. For a wide range of companies, large financial institutions, publishers and large insurance companies TTY develops high-traffic websites, shops, backoffice- and payment systems. TTY is especially known as a partner (and in some cases shareholder) of successful internet hits as 2dehands.nl, ViaVia.nl, Nationale-Vacaturebank.nl, Sellaband.com, jaap.nl en Gekko.com.

For the route by car or public transport please visit: http://tty.nl/nl/contact/amsterdam.

For more information please visit: http://tty.nl/.
Program

17.30 - 18.30 Check-In (catering included)

18.30 - 19:00 Introduction (OWASP organization, projects, sponsor)

19.00 - 21.00 Architectural risk analyses (English) André N. Klingsheim and Lars-Helge Netland

Risk analysis workshop:
This workshop will explore how businesses can use risk analysis in the architecture/design phase of software development to produce more secure software. Participants will get an introduction to risk analysis, which will cover both definitions and how to apply the concepts in practice. The workshop consists of four parts: a short overview of current security threats; an introduction to risk management; an exploration of the limitations of risk management; and some real world applications of the presented techniques.

Lars-Helge Netland and André N. Klingsheim are software security analysts at, and co-owners of, NoWires Group AS. They both hold PhD degrees in applied software security, focused on risk analysis of software architecture and design.

20.00 - 20.15 Break

21.15 – 21:30 Discussion, questions and social networking

Registration
If you want to attend, please send an email to: owasp@irc2.com. Please register before December 8th, because of the necessary catering arrangements.

All OWASP chapter meetings are free of charge and you don’t have to be an OWASP member to attend. There are never any vendor pitches or sales presentations at OWASP meetings.

NOTE TO CISSPs: OWASP Meetings count towards CPE Credits.

More information on the OWASP Dutch Chapter can be found on: http://www.owasp.org/index.php/Netherlands